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This year’s USA Peanut Congress was very well attended
with attendance up 15% over
2016. The Ritz-Carlton Amelia
Island provided a familiar and
popular backdrop for this year’s
meeting. We were very pleased
to have Cong. Mike Conaway
of West Texas, Chairman of the
House Agriculture Committee, as our Keynote Speaker. He talked about the farm bill process and
touched on the current political environment and issues. The final drawing
of the Great Cash Giveaway was held during the General Session with the
$10,000 prize going to George Birdsong. All proceeds benefit The Peanut
Institute.
The first day’s session was
rounded out by an international panel of buyers from major
U.S. peanut markets. Li Ning
of China (CCCFNA), Jocelyn
Galindo of Mexico (Galdisa),
and Torben Vestergaard of
Denmark (Orkla) provided
short market overviews and
then took questions from Jeff Roper, the moderator, and the audience.
In the second General Session, Dr.
Scott Monfort of the University of
Georgia provided a comprehensive
update on this year’s expected big
crop. With sustainability increasingly important to retailers and
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consumers, Ryan Lepicier of
the National Peanut Board
told everyone about how they
are taking the good news from
the recent peanut sustainability
studies and promoting this to
consumers and other stakeholders. Ryan was followed
by Casey Cox from the Flint
River Water & Conservation
District who talked about her
sustainable practices on her
own family farm as well as
plans for a survey of District members. Dr. Darlene Cowart provided an update from The Peanut
Institute and Registered Dietitian Sherry Coleman
Collins from the NPB informed the audience about
the latest news
and research on
peanut allergy.

Last week, the House Appropriations Committee
marked up and approved its version of the FY 18
Agriculture Appropriations bill. As approved by
the committee, the legislation includes funding for
MAP and FMD at their full authorized annual levels
of $200 million and $34.5 million respectively, as
authorized by the 2014 Farm Bill. You may recall
that the President’s budget called for the elimination
of these programs. Senate Agriculture Appropriations
Subcommittee marked up and approved its version
of the FY 18 Agriculture Appropriations bill on July
18 and will be followed by full Appropriations Committee markup on July 20. These export promotion
programs provides the APC with funding to conduct
its overseas marketing efforts. More than 80 U.S. ag
commodity groups receive funding under these USDA
programs.

We would like
to thank all of
our sponsors,
especially our
Platinum Sponsors: Birdsong
Peanuts, Golden
Peanuts and
Tree Nuts, and
Premium Peanut and our Gold Sponsors: Bayer
CropScience, Hormel, J.M. Smucker, LMC, Nolin,
and the Texas Peanut Producers Board

For the past 11 years, the Peanut Bureau of Canada
(PBC) has participated in the annual Dietitians of
Canada Conference, allowing us to reach and connect with important health influencers in Canada to
share information about peanut health and recipes.

CONNECTING WITH HEALTH
INFLUENCERS

The 2017 conference was no exception. Held in St.
John’s, Newfoundland at the St. John’s Convention
Centre and Delta Hotel from June 7th to 10th, the
PBC featured its brand-new 10’ Perfectly Powerful
Peanut booth, staffed by consulting registered dietitian, Sue Mah, and Mackenzie Keller of Argyle PR,
and sponsored the exhibitor showcase and walkabout lunch. The PBC also had the opportunity to
showcase health and nutrition information, along
with unique and tasty recipes and a video on peanut
sustainability. Peanut packs were distributed to conference attendees, and
our Chocolate Peanut
Butter Caramel Bars
recipe was prepared and
featured for the lunch
dessert. We’d show you
the beautiful display of
bars, but all that was left
were crumbs!

DISCOVER TOMRA’S
OPTICAL SORTING
EQUIPMENT FOR
IN-SHELL PEANUTS
tomra.com/food
food.us@tomra.com
AGRICULTURE SECRETARY PERDUE
VISITS CANADA
Newly appointed Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue
was making a quick visit to Toronto, Canada the first week
of June. An event at an important Canadian restaurant
chain was organized by the USDA’s Foreign Agricultural
Service. The American Peanut Council was well represented at the event, which showcased U.S. food and agricultural exports that consider Canada an important market.
APC contractors, Argyle Public Relationships (represented
by Alison George and Heidi Kim in the photo) and Brad
Brownsey were able to meet with the Secretary and emphasize the importance of trade for U.S. peanuts.

U.S. AG EXPORT DEVELOPMENT
COUNCIL MEETS WITH SONNY PERDUE
APC staff Stephanie Grunenfelder, currently serving
as chair of the U.S. Ag Export Development Council,
joined a group of other commodity board members
to visit newly confirmed Secretary of Agriculture,
Sonny Perdue in Washington, D.C. on June 6, 2017.
The purpose of the visit was to express support for the
Market Access Promotion and Foreign Market Development programs; overseen by USDA and funded
through the Farm Bill.

REGISTRATION FOR THE 2018 INTERNATIONAL PEANUT FORUM IN
ATHENS, GREECE IS NOW OPEN!

The International Peanut Forum is a key networking
and conference event held every two years and is a
‘must attend’ event for many in the peanut business.
It is an opportunity to network, conduct business and
discuss issues impacting our industry with farmers,
shellers, exporters, brokers, dealers, manufacturers
and service suppliers from around the world. Last
year 350 delegates from 34 countries attended the
event in Madrid and we anticipate even higher attendance in 2018.
The 2018 IPF will take place at the Hilton Hotel,
Athens, Greece during April 11-13, 2018 and we are
pleased to announce that registration is now OPEN!
A discounted ‘Early Bird’ rate of $725 will be available until the end of 2017, after which time the price
will revert to $825. You may register one or multiple
attendees, sign up for your spouse to attend the
receptions and book table-top exhibits or advertising
space through our online registration site.
There is also a dedicated hotel booking site for you to
organize your accommodations at the Hilton Hotel.
The hotel will honor the discounted IPF room rate for
a few days prior and post the Forum for those wishing
to spend a little more time in the city to explore the
sights of Athens. We invite you to book your hotel
room quickly to be assured of the IPF rate.
The theme of the 2018 IPF will be “Peanuts – the Protein for Tomorrow’s Champions” and details on topics
and speakers will be added to our website over the
coming months. If you have not attended a Forum

recently and would like to get more of a flavor for the
event, information and photos from last year can be
found here.
In 2018 we will be using an app to allow delegates to
view up-to-date details of the event on their mobile
devices, to select events to add to their calendar, and
contact other delegates to request and arrange meetings. Later in the year, registered delegates will be sent
full details on how to download the app and sign in to
contact other attendees, but the system is not currently
live.
We encourage you to pass this invitation on to your
suppliers and customers to help ensure an even greater
turnout at this prestigious peanut event. We are grateful to the companies below who are supporting the
event through their generous sponsorship. If you are
interested in promoting your company/services to the
world’ peanut industry by becoming am IPF sponsor
please e-mail lmckerchar@peanutsusa.org.uk

UPCOMING APC EXPORT EVENTS
The American Peanut Council is conducting several
events this fall to promote U.S. peanuts in export
markets around the world, using USDA funds from
the Market Access Promotion Program. In 2016,
it was estimated that 26% of U.S. peanuts were
shipped overseas. In 2017, exports are just as important.
September 5-12, the U.S. industry will participate in
the China Peanut Conference in Zhengzhou, China.
September 17-21, the APC will participate in the
Global Child Nutrition Forum in Montreal, Canada.
This event is held annually and attended by school
feeding directors from around the world. The APC
will host an exhibit promoting peanuts and peanut
butter.
September 21-23, the APC will host a contingent
of Canadian journalists on a tour showcasing U.S.
peanuts, culminating in a visit to the Plains Peanut
Festival in Plains, Georgia.

October 10-12, the Texas Peanut Producers will be
hosting APC and a group of Mexican peanut manufacturers in Lubbock, Texas for a tour of peanut fields,
shelling plants and other relevant locations.
October 27-November 2 – APC will lead an industry
trade team to Tokyo, Japan, for a meeting with the
Japan peanut importers association.
December 6-8 – APC’s international contractors from
Canada, Mexico, China, Japan, and the European
Union will attend the APC’s annual Winter Conference
in Washington D.C.

NCSU PEANUT BREEDER POSITION
ANNOUNCEMENT

GENETICS PIONEER PEGGY OZIAS-AKINS

Peggy Ozias-Akins, professor of horticulture, is
widely recognized as a world expert on apomixis,
the asexual production of seeds in plants. Although the phenomenon was intensely studied for
decades, there was little to show for these efforts.

North Carolina State University has announced
an opening in their Department of Crop and Soil
Sciences for a peanut breeder. The 12-month,
tenure-track position is for an Assistant/Associate
Professor of Plant Breeding and will be 75% Research, 25% Teaching. Salary is commensurate with
training and experience.
This announcement comes with the news that Dr.
Tom Isleib will be retiring Spring 2018. It is anticipated this new person will work closely with Tom,
so that he will be able to pass on some of his vast
knowledge prior to his retirement.
Deadline for applications is July 31st, 2017.
Official announcement for additional information: https://apresinc.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/PEANUT-BREEDING-POSITION-ANNOUNCEMENT-FINAL.pdf

Ozias-Akins took a pioneering approach and applied a combination of forward genetics, genetic
engineering and genomics to the problem. She
was among the first to ever localize apomixis to a
chromosomal region, and later she found the first
plant gene associated with apomixis.
Her work lays the foundation to begin research
into systematic application of apomixis in plant
breeding, which could have enormous impact
on agriculture in both advanced and developing
nations.
Ozias-Akins has been equally successful in applying the biotechnological and molecular biology
tools that she has developed to specific cases of
crop improvement, most notably the peanut. Her
decades-long focus on peanut improvement has
had significant scientific, agricultural and economic impact.

GEORGIA PEANUT COMMISSION
VIDEO SERIES “THROUGH THE EYES
OF A FARMER” CONTINUES

NEW PERFECTLY SUSTAINABLE PEANUT
TOOLKIT UNVEILED

Ryne Brannen, farmer from Bulloch Co. Brannen is a
fifth-generation farmer on Brannen Family Farms
Attendees at last month’s USA Peanut Congress got a
first look at a new digital “toolkit” aimed at equipping
our industry to effectively tell the peanut’s sustainability story. Through the newly-launched website, SustainablePeanut.com, growers, manufacturers, shellers
and allies can find new videos, high-resolution photos,
infographics comparing water usage and showing the
peanut’s top-quality traits, digital materials and web
copy.
Mike Roberts Jr. and his son Mason. The duo farms
peanuts, cotton and corn in Worth Co.

Christopher Martin, a fifth-generation farmer. Martin
serves as a leader in agriculture and an advocate for
farmers across the state of Georgia.
Through the Eyes of a Farmer series visits with peanut
farmers throughout Georgia. Look for this video and
more in the series on the Georgia Peanuts Facebook
page or the Georgia Peanut Commission YouTube
page.
Be sure to share it with your friends and use the
hashtags - #throughtheeyesofafarmer and #farmerwatch.

“Through the American Peanut Council, our industry
is working diligently to articulate and always improve
how peanuts grow and come to market,” explained
Ryan Lepicier, NPB senior vice president. “Conveying
the peanut sustainability story takes all of us, and we
want to make key resources easily accessible for everyone to use.”
Sustainability is more than a trend and buzzword.
The idea of sustainable products and companies has
become increasingly important to consumers, and
particularly the millennial generation. They care about
a company’s transparency, consciousness and understanding of health. In fact, millennials have been
known to pay more for sustainably-sourced products.
Peanuts have a tremendous story to tell; we just need a
way to help our whole industry be on the same page.
Together, let’s make our sustainability story grow.

SOUTHERN PEANUT FARMERS
FEDERATION LAUNCHES ‘PEANUT
PROGRAM WORKS’ WEBSITE AND
VIDEO
The Southern Peanut Farmers Federation today
launched a campaign website, www.PeanutProgramWorks.com, and video to showcase the benefits of the
Price Loss Coverage (PLC) program in the 2014 Farm
Bill and highlight its importance to farmers, their families and communities. The website, through a series
of farmer profiles, an informational video and fact
points, demonstrates how so many peanut farmers
rely on the stability brought to their market through the
PLC program, which is known as the Peanut Program,
and why it must be retained in the upcoming Farm
Bill.
“The Peanut Program works,” said Armond Morris,
chairman of the Georgia Peanut Commission and
member of the Southern Peanut Farmers Federation.
“It creates stability giving farmers the ability to secure
loans, contract with shellers, buy from chemical and
feed companies, and invest in farm capital equipment.”
The Peanut Program has given farmers like Michael
Davis, a sixth-generation farmer from Graceville, Florida, the reassurance they need to continue farming.
“The Peanut Program serves as an important backstop
allowing us to plan for the long term. Without the Peanut Program, I believe that one-third of the farmers I
know would go out of business, which would dramatically impact our communities.”
Through the website, SPFF aims to educate policymakers, farmers and the agriculture community about
why the Peanut Program must be retained in the
upcoming Farm Bill. The Peanut Program is a sound,
market-based solution that offers farmers a necessary
price floor to support continued stability and access to
lending, regardless of what is happening in the larger
market. The program also helps to meet the ever-increasing demand for peanuts both domestically and
internationally. Peanuts have seen continued per capita consumption growth for years, jumping from 6.60
pounds per capita to 7.41 between 2012 and 2016.*
Caleb Bristow, executive director of the Alabama
Peanut Producers Association, said: “In the supply

chain for peanuts, what’s good for farmers is good for
consumers. Changing the Peanut Program would have
detrimental consequences for not only family-run farms
like mine and rural communities across the southeast,
but it would threaten the availability of a healthy and
nutritious energy source for billions of peanut lovers
around the world.”
Peanut Program Works’ main message directly combats
the attempts by the Florida Peanut Federation to drastically lower reference prices and destabilize a program
that works for peanut farmers, their families and their
surrounding communities.
Don Koehler, executive director of the Georgia Peanut
Commission and a member of the Southern Peanut
Farmers Federation, said that the policy advocated
by the FPF would benefit only a small number of their
members at the expense of peanut farmers throughout
the Southeast.
“The fact is the Florida Peanut Federation would undermine the market-based Peanut Program that works for
peanut farmers, our families and our communities by
pushing to dramatically lower the reference price and
championing a self-serving effort on behalf of a few
farmers who want to arbitrarily declare peanut base - a
move that would put farmers in our community out of
business and wreak chaos in the marketplace,” Koehler
said.
“Peanuts aren’t publicly traded on the futures market so
the price of peanuts isn’t set until well after the peanuts
are planted, and we’ve sunk big money into our crop. In
order to meet the growing global demand for peanuts,
farmers need a system in place that provides stability
over time. And fortunately, we have one,” said Mike
Jordan, a Jackson County, Florida farmer.
The website, which was launched while the peanut industry was meeting at the 21st Annual USA Peanut Congress, urges and equips users to take initial steps towards
understanding the Peanut Program and its sustained
benefits, as well as the unreasoned claims made against
it. Protect the Peanut Program that helps protect us-visit
www.PeanutProgramWorks.com to learn more.

SMALL DIETARY CHANGES CREATE
BIG LONGER TERM HEALTH
IMPROVEMENTS
Most people love to believe in quick fixes and the popular media are only too ready to oblige by churning out
“magic bullet” nutritional stories. Serious long term diet
and health research, however, shows that “quick” is not
what it’s about when it comes to improving health and
longevity especially for middle aged and older adults.
This has been emphasised - yet again – by a Harvard
team of epidemiologists led by Dr Mercedes Sotos-Prieto.
They looked at how people’s risk of early death related
to dietary changes – both good and bad - they had
made over a 12 year period. To do this, they reviewed
data from two very large US population cohorts, the
Health Professionals Follow Up Study and the Nurses’
Health Study, looking particularly at data on early death
between 1986 and 1998. This created a very large data
pool, amounting to 758,683 person-years of follow up.
The researchers used three scoring systems to rate improvements in diet quality over this period: the Alternate
Healthy Eating Index; the Alternate Mediterranean Diet
score; and the DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diet score. What the researchers found was
that, overall, a 20-percentile improvement in diet quality
was linked to an 8% to 17% decrease in the risk of early
all-cause mortality and also decreases in specific risks of
dying from cardiovascular disease or stroke or cancer.

The converse was also true: where diet quality decreased
during the period, the risk of premature death from CVD,
stroke and cancer increased by up to 14%.
These findings have considerable public health importance. The study shows that small dietary changes really
do matter over time. The researchers said that achieving
the 20% improvement in people’s diets to reduce the risk of
dying prematurely by between eight and 17% could be the
equivalent of nothing more complicated than swapping just
one serving of meat for a handful of nuts or a tablespoon of
peanut butter a day.
The other good news from this study is that there is no one
pattern of better eating that people have to stick to. Lead
investigator Dr Sotos-Prieto said: “It’s not necessary for people to conform to a single dietary plan to achieve a healthy
eating pattern. The essential elements of a healthy diet include higher intakes of fruits, vegetables, whole grains, nuts
and beans, and lower intakes of red and processed meats,
sugar-sweetened beverages and highly refined grains, like
white rice and flour.”
This is a simple, affordable and easily doable message.
Peanuts and peanut butter definitely have a role to play
in achieving it. For maximum impact on public health, the
message needs to be widely communicated in ways that
achieve simple improvements in our eating patterns especially as we age.
Ref: Sotos-Prieto M, Bhupathiraju SN, Mattei J, et al.
“Association of Changes in Diet Quality with Total and
Cause-Specific Mortality”. N Engl J Med. 13 July 2017.
doi: 10.1056/NEJMoa1613502 slide presentation downloadable https://professional.heart.org/idc/groups/
ahamah-public/@wcm/@sop/@scon/documents/downloadable/ucm_483426.pdf

NUTRITION NEWS YOU CAN
USE:
Dr. Andrew Craig

THE PEANUT FOUNDATION - STEVE
BROWN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Peanut Foundation needs to hear from you.
With a commitment from the entire peanut industry
the Foundation is about to conclude a five-year
project to map the genome of the peanut and provide the framework for the marker assisted selection
techniques that will revolutionize peanut breeding.
The project has accomplished MORE than what it
set out to do five years ago. What now? Given the
information generated during the last five years,
there are many different directions research can go
in the future. At the recent Seed Summit held in
conjunction with the American Peanut Research and
Education Society conference, we held a listening
session with about 100 manufacturers, shellers,
growers and scientists in the room. We heard a lot
of suggestions about using genomic tools to address
specific problems in the industry. Some of those
problems, like aflatoxin, are very complex and will
require a lot of effort to solve, even with new genomic tools, but perhaps some doors have been
opened that weren’t there before. Others, such
as leafspot, are thought to be within reach within
a much shorter timeframe. Gene regions have
already been identified that seem to have a huge
impact on leafspot resistance. It’s possible that with
a little more work, we could gain a better understanding of how this region functions and incorporate excellent resistance genes into agronomically
acceptable varieties.
What direction do you think research should go in
the future? What role should the Foundation play
in getting that research done? There are other
organizations that support great research, but the
Foundation is the only entity that represents the
entire U.S. peanut industry. We need to make some
decisions soon and start moving in the direction
that the entire industry can support. We have some
great tools now. What project(s) should we take on
first? Let us know what you think by contacting me
at sbrown@peanutsusa.com or any Peanut Foundation board member.

ADVERTISE IN THE APC NEWSLETTER

Advertising opportunities are available in APC’s
monthy newsletter. Don’t miss your chance to gain
more exposure to the industry marketplace. For just
$60 per issue or $500 for the entire year (that’s 11
issues), you can have a half page advertisment in
APC’s monthly newsletter. Also, if you so choose,
we can link your ad back to your company’s website.
For more information, please contact Christina Taylor at ctaylor@peanutsusa.com or (703) 838-9500.

